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The dynamics of phase separation of a quenched polymer solution is studied using a stoc
molecular dynamics simulation. At early times, the elastic nature of the polymer chains genera
networklike domain morphology for sufficiently dense polymer solutions. However, at late times,
network structure breaks up into disconnected polymer-rich domains to minimize the interfacial en
Our simulations explain why different experiments carried out to different time regimes seem to pro
contradictory results, and strongly indicate that thetrue late-time growth kinetics of quenched polyme
solutions belong to the same universality class of small molecular mixtures. [S0031-9007(97)049
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The dynamics of phase separation in a quench
polymer solution [1–5] is a challenging subject to in
vestigate due to the polymer-specific effects of cha
conformation and entanglement on the dynamic proces
addition to the usual nonlinearity present in the coarsen
of quenched binary liquid mixtures. One of the mo
important problems is whether the large-scale, late-ti
characteristics of the phase separation process in poly
solutions belong to thesamedynamical universality class
[6] of small molecular liquid mixtures. Many experi
ments suggest this universality [1,2] and point out th
phase separation in polymer mixtures can be underst
in terms of a simple dynamical model [7] calledmodel
H. However, Tanaka [3] in his recent experiments h
observed the formation of a spongelike network struct
[4,5] during the evolution process of quenched po
mer solutions and has identified this most unusual a
polymer-specific pattern formation with viscoelastic e
fects [8]. Tanaka has also suggested that phase separ
in polymer solutions may actually belong to adifferent
dynamical universality class as the anomalously sl
growth of the domains and the unusual morphology se
in his experiments cannot be reconciled with the late-ti
pattern formation in simple liquid mixtures. A detaile
understanding of such a network pattern formation w
be of utmost importance not just in phase separat
polymer solutions, but also in other diverse complex flu
systems such as gels [9], an interpenetrating network
cross-linked polymers [10], telechelic polymers [11], a
polymeric surfactants [12]. However, only limited theo
retical effort [13,14] has been directed toward a thorou
understanding of the network pattern formation and
associated viscoelastic effects [8]. Recently, Tanigu
and Onuki [14] have carried out a numerical simulati
of a coarse-grained dynamical model in two dimensio
and found that the network domain structure is stabiliz
to a very late time. They found that in the absence
viscoelastic stress the growth law exponent is control
by hydrodynamic interactions and the characteristic s
0031-9007y98y80(2)y333(4)$15.00
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of domainsfRstdg grows with time asRstd , tn, with
the growth exponentn 

2
3 . However, the model used

by Taniguchi and Onuki neglects the inertial terms in th
Navier-Stokes equation, and it is known that the grow
exponent for such a viscosity-dominated model in tw
dimensions [15] is actually1

2 (and not 2
3 ). Thus, the

applicability of their model toward network pattern forma
tion is not clear. Moreover, comprehensive experimen
studies of Haas and Torkelson [2] strongly suggest that
growth law for quenched polymer solutions is identic
to the small molecular systems at late times. This rais
serious doubts about the importance of viscoelastic effe
on the late-timedynamics of a phase separating polym
solution.

To understand the origin of the discrepancy betwe
various experiments and to characterize the formation a
subsequent relaxation of the network domain structu
we have carried out extensive molecular dynamics (M
simulations in two dimensions in a model with explic
polymer chain conformations. Our main results are t
following. During the early to intermediate stages of th
coarsening process, a networklike structure is formed
the minority polymer-rich phase and solvent regions a
encapsulated by the thin polymer-rich walls. This netwo
pattern formation takes place for monomer concentratio
larger than the overlap threshold [16]cpsNd for the poly-
mer chain lengthN. At late times, however, the interfacia
energy wins over the elastic stress and the network bre
into small, disconnected polymer-rich domains. We al
find that the growth exponent characterizing the doma
formation in this case is given by a purely diffusive valu
of n , 1

3 .
The molecular dynamics method that we have imp

mented here is similar to the one previously employed
Grest and co-workers [17]. To simulate a constant temp
ature ensemble, the monomers are coupled to a heat
and the equations of motion read as

$̈ri  2 $=Ui 2 G Ù$ri 1 $Wistd , (1)
© 1998 The American Physical Society 333
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where G is the monomer friction coefficient and$Wistd,
which describes the random force of the heat bath a
ing on each monomer, is a Gaussian white noise w
zero mean and satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation re
tion: k $Wistd ? $Wjst0dl  6kBTGdijdst 2 t0d. The poten-
tial Ui consists of two parts,ULJ andUchain, whereULJ

is just a simple Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential acting b
tween any two pair of monomers andUchain is the anhar-
monic spring potential acting between pairs of success
monomers along a chain. We have integrated the eq
tions of motion following an accurate scheme developed
van Gunsteren and Berendsen [18] which uses a bivar
distribution of Gaussian random numbers for the stoch
tic forces. A very fast Gaussian random number gene
tor [19] and a link-cell list for calculating the forces [20
help to make the integration quite efficient. Time steps
0.01–0.015 (in reduced units) produce stable integration
temperatures of interest.

Before performing the quench experiments, we ha
first estimated that theu temperature for this model in
two dimensions isTusrc  2.5sd ø 0.9 in reduced units,
where s is the standard LJ parameter andrc is the
cutoff distance. A quench of a polymer solution from
a high temperature single phase to a temperature be
Tu should produce a phase separation of the polym
chains from the solution. Rather than carrying out su
a temperature quench, we have prepared the solution
a good solvent for the polymer chains by using a cuto
distancerc  21y6s. For this cutoff, the LJ interaction is
purely repulsive, and this is an efficient way of producin
an initial condition of a single, homogeneous state
the system at any temperature. We chose the ini
temperature to be belowTusrc  2.5sd but kept the
cutoff at rc  21y6s and then abruptly increased th
cutoff to rc  2.5s at time t  0. The evolution of
the system is then monitored at various times after su
a quench and various quantities are measured to quan
the growth law of domains, and the dynamical scalin
behavior of the scattering intensity. We have consider
system sizes of1282 and 2562 and considered chain
lengths ofN  100 for monomer concentrations of abou
20% and 30%. We have also carried out simulations
shorter chains of lengthN  10.

In Figs. 1 and 2, we show two typical sets of evolution
for N  100 and for polymer area fractions 30% and 20%
respectively. Note that, in all of these cases, the polym
rich phase is aminority phase, and one expects nucleatio
and growth ofcircular droplets in a corresponding cas
of small molecular mixture. However, as one can see
Fig. 1, the polymer-rich phase at early times is made o
of a percolating network structure while the solvent r
gions are enclosed by the network even though the solv
area fraction is much larger than the polymer area fra
tion. Another interesting observation is that the netwo
is connected by thin polymer-rich regions. The morpho
ogy of this network domain structure closely resembl
the experimental observation of Tanaka and the netw
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FIG. 1. Snapshots of evolutions for a 30% polymer soluti
with chain lengthN  100 at a quench temperature 0.5 (i
reduced unit) for times 400, 1200, 2400, and 4000, respectiv
The MD simulations were done for 5000 monomers confined
a two-dimensional box of length 128 (in units of LJ paramet
s) with periodic boundary conditions along bothx and y
directions withG  1, and MD time step 0.01.

[3] structure obtained in a simulation of a coarse-grain
model [14]. This network, however, coarsens in time a
at late times starts breaking into disconnected polym
rich elongated domains. For a slightly lower area fracti
with N  100 (see Fig. 2), the network is present at ve
early times but it quickly breaks up into polymer-ric
droplets, albeit noncircular ones. In contrast, a simi
quench for N  10 for both area fractions 30% and
20% produces droplets of the polymer-rich phase witho
forming any visible network structure.

The structure formation in the system during the pha
separation process is analyzed in terms of the norm
ized time-dependent structure factorSs $k, td and the pair-
correlation functiongs$r , td. As a measure of the domain
size, we have used the location of the first zero of the c
relation function which is denoted byRgstd. A log-log
plot of Rgstd versust for the area fraction 30% (corre
sponding to the case presented in Fig. 1) yields a stra
line with a slope of about 0.28. This suggests that t
growth-law exponent might actually be governed by
extended Lifshitz-Slyozov theory [21] of diffusive do
main growth: Rgstd  a 1 bt1y3. This growth exponent
is found in binary liquid mixtures at early to intermed
ate times before hydrodynamic effects become import
[6]. We plot in Fig. 3Rgstd versust1y3 and find that the
straight-line fit works well for both quench temperature
T  0.5 s; 0.55Tud andT  0.75 s; 0.83Tud, as well as
for other area fractions and chain lengths.
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of evolutions for a 20% polymer solutio
with chain lengthN  100 at a quench temperature 0.5 (in
reduced unit) for times 400, 1200, 2400, and 4000, respective
The MD simulations were done for 13 100 monomers confin
in a two-dimensional box of length 256 (in units of LJ
parameters) with periodic boundary conditions along bothx
andy directions withG  1, and MD time step 0.01.

Next, we explore the possibility of a dynamical sca
ing behavior of the structure factor for a detailed com
parison with small molecular mixtures. According t
the dynamical scaling hypothesis [6], the structure fac
behaves asSsk, td  RgstddF fkRgstdg, where d is the
system dimensionality andF sxd is a time independent

FIG. 3. Domain sizeRgstd as a function oft1y3 for a 30%
polymer solution with chain lengthN  100 at a quench
temperature 0.5. The straight-line fit works quite well ove
the time span of the MD simulation. The fit also works for
quench temperature 0.75.
n
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d

-
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scaling function. A plot ofSsk, tdyRgstd2 versuskRgstd in
Fig. 4 shows that dynamical scaling holds reasonably w
at late times. From a log-log plot of this scaling function
we find that, for large values ofk, the structure factor
satisfies the well-known Porod’s law [6]:Ssk, td , k23

in two dimensions. Thus, even though the conformatio
of the phase-separated domains are quite different for
polymer case in comparison with a small molecular liqu
mixture, the standard description of the phase separat
kinetics in terms of a growth-law exponent and scalin
behavior of the structure factor remain valid nevertheles

In small molecular mixtures, surface tension is the ma
driving force behind the coarsening and growth of circul
domains. In polymer solutions with the two componen
having widely different viscoelastic properties, it is pos
sible that the viscoelastic stress would retard the formati
of circular droplets and stabilize a network structur
of elongated polymer-rich domains. From a numeric
study of a coarse-grained model, Taniguchi and Onu
have suggested this mechanism to explain the network p
tern formation seen in Tanaka’s experiments. Althoug
our MD simulations of a chain model seem to agree wi
this general view, some comments are in order. Fir
hydrodynamic interactions are screened [22] due to
violation of global momentum conservation in th
constant-temperature stochastic MD simulation meth
that we have used. Even in the absence of hydrodynam
the elastic nature of the polymer chains is a sufficient i
gredient to produce a network pattern formation. For th
reason, it is not surprising that the growth-law expone
found here is a purely diffusive one for all of the area fra
tions considered [6]. However, we have not observed a
anomalously slow exponent as seen by Tanaka. We n
here that the methodology used by Tanaka to extract
growth exponent has recently been criticized by Haas a
Torkelson. Moreover, the chain lengths used in our M

FIG. 4. Scaled structure factorSsk, tdyRgstd2 versus kRgstd
for a 30% polymer solution with chain lengthN  100 at a
quench temperature 0.5. Scaling seems to hold reasonably
at late times.
335
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study are quite smaller than those in a real, experimen
study [23]. Thus, the time scales (and the solution conc
tration) over which the network forms and subsequen
relaxes is expected to be quite different in experimen
situations [24]. When one compares the time scales
MD with experimental time scales, it becomes immed
ately clear that the network structure can last only ov
an early to intermediate time regime of experimental tim
scales. In addition, our simulations also demonstrate t
the network pattern formation can be seen at early sta
only when the monomer concentration is larger than t
overlap thresholdcp. Since the overlap threshold is a
function of the molecular weight or chain length (in tw
dimensionscp , N21y2), the network pattern formation
at early stages can only be seen for those choices oN
and monomer concentrationc, such thatc . cpsNd. We
note here that the overlap threshold concentration
N  100 in two dimensions is aboutcp ø 0.1, while
the network pattern formation forN  100 is only seen
for concentrations several times larger than this valu
Thus, it is not surprising that in experiments with dilut
or barely semidilute polymer solutions one would n
observe this remarkable pattern formation at late tim
This conclusion is supported by the experiments of Ha
and Torkelson which have been carried out to a much la
time than Tanaka. In contrast to Tanaka’s observatio
Haas and Torkelson do not find a network pattern form
tion for any value of the volume fraction of the polymer.

In summary, we have carried out molecular dynami
simulations of phase separation in a quenched polym
solution. Simulations clearly demonstrate the existen
of a networklike pattern formation at an early to inte
mediate time regime for sufficiently dense polymer s
lutions. This network structure, however, relaxes at la
times as the minimization of the interface energy win
over the elastic stress of the network. This explains w
various experiments carried out to various time regim
claim contradictory results. Our results also strongly i
dicate that thetrue late-time growth kinetics of quenched
polymer solutions belong to the same universality class
small molecular mixtures.
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